
Brownlow Rocher 
‘Discovered’ (walked to) by Ryan Rogerson and Jeff Hope in winter lockdown 2020. All first ascents are by Ryan Rogerson and Jeff Hope unless noted. We’re certain one or two of the easier 
more accessible blocs have been pulled onto before but given the days of work put into cleaning holds, removing large rotten trees from slabs, shifting rotten rock and improving and 
building landings we are confident the vast majority have not had previous ascents. These are new climbs so please be careful. The rock is, for the most part, brilliant fresh gritstone/hard 
sandstone, it has a few faces where there are iron deposits forming ‘chickenheads’ which can be fracturable, the Ironside block is the best example of this and the dyno ‘Other Footholds are 
Available’ will give you an idea of how friable that top surface is.  

The crag is south facing and gets the most of the sun, it tends to dry within an hour of rain and offers great views over the chase and into Sheffield.  

The majority of climbs here are below 6a, and therefore ideal for boulderers new to the outdoors or anyone wanting to get 50 problems done in a day for training. The crag needs some 
traffic and we’re happy to listen to views on grades. We have marked a few projects we couldn’t do and there’s more waiting.  

Park at Greno Woods car park which is between Grenoside and the A616 and well signposted, its only 5 minutes off the M1. In Grenoside there’s a good local shop (where you can also get a 
cuppa) and a number of good pubs and a chippy.  The car park is free and if full plenty of on road parking. Follow the main footpath downhill and take the right turn off the main path 
marked below(yellow arrow), follow the path below the field, over the stile (blue arrow) at the end from which you can see the crag. If you climb over the  gate just further on from the 
yellow arrow there is a drier path if a little longer (Marked in green).  Follow the path uphill, over the track and this takes you to the top of the crag, the main crag starts after the broken 
stone wall. Jeff’s Roof is just before this. There is a rough path across the bottom of the crag but it’s easier to walk across the top.  

 

 

The blocks at the far end dry faster and offer a 
greater variety of climbing. America Slab, Block 1 
area and the Overhanging Block are the stand out 
areas. Comfortably Numb (6b+), Isengard (f5+), Get 
it on (5+), Small Person Beta (6a+) and Delicatessen 
(5) really stand out as clean varied lines. 

A note on sit starts, we have included many due to 
the crag having prominent breaks all the way 
through at unfortunate heights, sit starts make the 
first good break unreachable for the first move in 
many cases. They can be done by tall people, there 
are reachy moves elsewhere on the crag! 

 

 



First Section 

 
 

 

 



Jeff’s Roof  

 

Just before the broken wall is Jeff’s roof, one or two move problems but well worth dropping down on to as they’re 
tough. 

Feet off the floor, this includes the horizontal shelf! 

1. f5+ Get it on Make a long dynamic move from the lowest hold on the face to the obvious notch below the top to 
the left, a weird toe hook helps 
2. f5 Bang a Gong From the lowest hold on the face move through the three good holds before a mantle top 
3. f6a+ Hub Cap The hanging arete, left hand on the crimp to the left of the arete, right on a good pinch in the small 
round feature, slap for the sloping top.  
4. f5 Diamond Star Halo From the now broken hold with your left and an undercut at the back reach for the top and 
an interesting mantle, a kneebar is helpful.  
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The Clean Face 

 

1. f4+ Bath SDS Left of the face through positive holds (f3 Shower from standing) 
2. f5 Clean Face SDS Avoid the easy ground either side for the grade 
3. f3+ Scrubbed SDS through the sloping rib and into big holds 
4. f3 Brushed SDS Arete on the left 
5. f4+ Lockdown Beard SDS Keep on the right of the arete, good  
6. f5 Sideburn SDS on crimpy holds and small feet 
 

                              

 

 

7. f4+ Jeff’s Direct The left arete 
from sitting 

8. f4 Ryan’s Line From the low left 
sit start slap up and right then 
through easy ledges. 

9. f3 Dry? The clean face at the back from the hold in the face 

10. f3+ Stump SDS from the corner, feet off the block. 

11.  f3+ Stumpy SDS the little arete and roof 
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The Green Area 

 

1. f4+ Cropped the scooped arete, finishing just left of the nose is a smidge easier and significantly safer 
2. f4 Learn to Jam Hands in the crack only, points deducted for laybacking and dynoing past the jamming crack 
3. f4+ Panoramic Fridge hug the face, oddly not much easier than the eliminate below 
4. f5 Blinkered Climb the face without the left crack or right arete. Thin but easier than expected.  

 
 

 

5. f3 Gospel the left arete from the second break 

6. f3+ Crucifix Straight up starting at the mono at the centre of 
the crucifix  

7 f5+ The Nave Sit start at the base of the arete, work through 
opposing side pulls before gaining the mono in the crucifix, 
straight up from there 

8. f4+ Epistle SDS right arete  

9. f5+ Ambulatory Traverse the horizontal crack of the crucifix L-
R starting at the arete and finishing at Learn to Jam (ledges out 
for feet) 

10. f5+ Aisle Traverse the horizontal crack of the crucifix R-L 
starting up Learn to Jam and finishing up the arete. (ledges out 
for feet) 
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1. f3 Really? The left side of the next block 
2. f3+ Go on then the right side of the face avoiding the vegetation 
3. f4+ Yor avin a larf  Micro problem, SDS in the crack, you can only have the tick at this grade if you mantle the 

top. Side pulls significantly ease the grade. 
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Lichen Spot Face 

 

 

Leaning Block 

 

 

1. f4  Use Clearasil Start with hands in the obvious break finish through the roof 
2. f4+ The Lichen Spot Start with hands in the low break, topping out just right of the capping roof 
3. f3+ Did I Really Move All That Rock Start in the low break. Keeping to the face 
4. f3 Backache SDS the right arete from low holds 
5. f2 Practice The various straight ups, all easy.  
6. f2 Buried Mediocrity Traverse R-L, feet above the ledge, hands in the high crack, eliminating various big 

footholds makes this harder and worthwhile 
7. f2+ Milly’s Traverse. The lower crack from the right hand side of the ledge, as above for rules 

f5 Leaning Block Brilliant climbing but needs a couple more moves. 
From the side pull on the face and the foothold as low as you can 
get, make 3 or 4 (height dependent) moves up the sloping right hand 
side and rockover the top. Easier than it first looks.  
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Coffee Stop Area 

 

 

 

1. f5 Sunny Disposition SDS, 
layback the left arete into two 
mantles 

2. f5. Warm Wall SDS on the 
small hold below the ledge. 
Make two mantles 

3. AT-ST 5+ from crimp and 
undercut make the break and 
mantle the top 

4. f5+ Forced Smile SDS off the unpleasant ‘smile’ hold 
and through the breaks.  

5. f4 Going Herbal the face above the coffee table  
6. f4 Fresh Ground starting to the right of the coffee table 

and using the stepped holds 
7. f4+ Mocha Jug the right arete, the stepped holds to the 

left are out.  
8. f5+ Sidewinder L-R traverse the holds on the lip. Feet 

on the face only, ledges out 
9. f6a Sidewinder Reverse  
10. f5 Brownstones’ Fantasy Traverse the crack R-L from 7, 

finishes out on the nose to the left of the birch tree. 
Feet on the faces only, ledges out on all blocks. 

11. f5 Brownstones’ Fantasy Reverse 
12. f4+ The Coffee Table For a bit of fun, below the main 

face there’s a little cave, sit start the side pull, pop for 
the top and mantle onto the shelf.  
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Pine Tree Area 

 
To the right and up from the pine tree is a large looking roof (in the back of the first photo), this face is unstable, you 
can see the huge block we pulled off on the ground and the damage, there is more loose stuff on it (and the landing 
is appalling) please avoid. 

1. f3 Miami the wall just left of the pine tree 
2. f3+ Dig for Mediocrity SDS the left side of the face, best started from the crack.  
3. f3+ Blast SDS the right side of the face from the dynamite slot 

1. f4 Decaf The face left of the 
hanging block 

2. f4+ Caffeinated The face through 
the hanging block  

3. f5 Death by Coffee The arete 
climbed on the right, top is 
sketchy over a bad landing 
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Black Slab 

 

 

  

1.  f2 Black Slab, done in hiking boots 
2. f3 Black Slab Arete The right arete from the obvious 

sit start holds 
3. f5 Jeff Got Psyched As for 2 but using only the arete 

for hands (right side pull and good crimp on the face 
out) 

4. f6a+ Small Person Beta Sit start the obvious ledge 
and then the roof at its widest (no bridging) 

5. f6a The Gargoyle  Sit start the obvious ledge, tricky 
moves on the face and through the gargoyle feature 
on the right of the roof. 
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Neapolitan Block Area 

   

  

1. f4 Schrodinger’s Crack good moves out from under the roof through the end of the horizontal crack 
that despite how it looks from the ground appears not to exist  

2. f4+ Rust never sleeps the right face where the crack actually exists 
3. f5+ Neapolitan Sit start the lowest block with a span to the crack then a reachy move on to the 

leaning block 
4. f4 Grit Rash Sit start on jams and jam up the crack 
5. f5+ Lurch Sit start as an undercut on the left arete of the large block under the overhang using the 

second block for feet, move up to the lip and up the top block 
6. f7a Neapolitan Sandwich (FA Pete Edwards) Sit start the undercut side pull (right) and arete (left), and 

just the top block for hands and feet. Work up the overhand and on to the slabby face, the perched 
block and jug to the right are out.  

7. f7b+ Frazzle Rock (FA Jacob Fretwell) Sit start the undercut side pull and left arete, climb without 
using the right arete on the overhang or slab top face. Left arete, crimps and pockets are all in.  
 

f3+ Half Moon Round the back of the 
Neapolitan block theres a small buttress 
with a worthwhile sit start to it’s arete 
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America Slab Area. 

 

1. 6b+ Tilted The left edge traverse from sitting starting at the obvious side pull hold.  
2. f2+ West Coast The left side of the slab  
3. f2 East Coast The right side of the slab, no hands or for kids really 
4. f6a+ Green and Bear It Traverse the right arete from the bottom of the faint rib and sidepull on the right 

face. Heel hooks, toe hooks and a sneaky undercut under the base of the block are all helpful. Can be done 
from the top of the rib at a f6a 

 

 

Under the slab there’s this scary proposition, the hanging 
block appears solid but not sure for how long! 

1. f5+ The Right Way to Climb a Slab Thuggy moves 
from hanging block to the lip and juggy break. 
Funky right heel helps. Foot blocks not used at 
the back.  

2. f5+ Downside Up From the hanging block move 
out to the layback hold and slot in the face then 
up the side 

3. f5+ Monty’s Must From the layback hold and the 
slot work up the crack to the big hold on the 
arete and top out above.  
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The Lost World 

 

 
1. f3 SDS Gene Pull The slopy arete 
2. f4 SDS Genetically Modified The overhung arete (We have covered up a sub terraneous ledge as it makes 

this a. easier, b. less ankle snapping)  
3. f3 Building Blocks the hanging block micro problem 
4. f3 Mono from the obvious start hold on the low left of the face through the mono. We eliminated the 

horizontal ledge on the left but not really worth it.  

  

Just to the right is this little block with a 
couple of worthwhile bits.  

1. f3 Gollum Sit start the crack using 
the block to the left and the 
overhanging block for feet. 

2. f4 My Precious Sit start the crimp 
and small pocket via a smear and 
heel hock and work up the seam 
using only this block for feet. 
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Second Section 

 

At the far side of the Lost world there’s a 
high clean wall. 

f3+ Trad for Boulderers High with the 
harder move at the top. Good landing 
though.   



Block 1 

 

f2 Front Face Up the middle of the face, loads of variations all below f2 
1. f2 Spare Rib, The New Wave (FA Milly Hope) the blocky rib on the right of the slab.  
2. 6b+ Comfortably Numb (FA with Matt Wilkinson) the hanging arete from sit. At the nose mantle on to the 

left slab and finish up the ridge Everything bar this top bloc is out esp the flake! 
3. f5+ Handwarmer SDS at the bottom of the crack and up the creaking flake, move up the nose of the slab 

then mantle on to the left slab side, finish up the ridge 
4. f5+ Buff  As before but make an awkward move round the nose and on to the easy front face 
5. f6b Wish You Were Here (FA Pete Edwards) From the sit start climb to the middle of Comfortably Numb 

then mantle leftwards on to the slab. The juggy sidepull high on the slab is out. The thin seam on the arete is 
the marker for where hands should be on this and the next problem 

6. f6b Breathe Sit start the lowest break move up and left through the flake staying below the right arete to 
join Comfortably Numb as before and mantle on to the slab. Named for the move as you rock on to the foot 
on the slab, take the advice. 

7. f5 Slap Happy Cool little problem starting in the low crack slap to the lip of the second block then up the 
crack  

 

11. f5 Contemplating the Void (FA with Matt Wilkinson) The same start as before but up the right edge, landing 
points for a fall may vary.  
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8. f4 Prosciutto (FA with Matt 
Wilkinson) Following the right 
trending thin seam below the 
top, finish right of the pinnacle 

9. f3 Caerphilly (FA with Matt 
Wilkinson) the left side of the slab 

10. f5 Delicatessen (FA with Matt 
Wilkinson)  Start from the lower 
level using small side pull crimps 
(creaky) and the steps on the 
bottom corner of the slab step up 
with difficulty then make a couple 
of committing moves up to the 
highest point, feels delicate.   
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Behind Block 1 there’s a few worthwhile problems on the main face:  

1. f3+ Determination SDS the obvious hold, slap for the top and have fun mantling the tiny sloping top ledge. 
2. f4 Action Before Words (FA with Matt Wilkinson) the left side of the overhang 
3. f4+ Triumvirate (FA with Matt Wilkinson) the centre of the overhang, a crafty jam in the break helps 
4. f5 Barn Door Matt (FA with Matt Wilkinson) right arete, surprisingly awkward 

Yellow Block 

 

1. f5+ Yellow Wall From a sit start on 
the decent hold and awkward 
crimp make good moves up and 
through the tricky mantle top, 
escapable to the right at a f5 
Yellow Belly 

2. f2 Fungus The short wall and roof 
to the right 
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1. f2 Piece of P*** Up the groove 
2. f5 Periscope Left side of the face 

without the arete 
3. f5+ Yellow Submarine  From the 

rusty chickenhead and undercut 
up the middle of the wall with a 
committing move at mid-height 

4. f5 Message in a Bottle The arete 
on the left to the sloping shelf and 
problematic mantle 

5. f3 Banana Split a bit more 
interesting than it first appears if 
you stick to the face only 

6. f6a Yellow Brick Road Starting in 
the chimney by the jammed block 
use a small hold and sloper to gain  
the large flatty on the arete, 
follow a line of small pockets to 
the larger pocket by the arete, use 
the side pull to move around the 
arete, then some wizardry to 
attain the horizontal cracks on the 
far right after the rib before 
topping out. The large foot ledge 
and the big high ledge are out.  
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Ironside Block 

  

1. f3 Off Ramp Easy slab climbing right of the arete (a good way back to the ground)  
2. f3+ On Ramp Up the ramp feature, a touch harder than its sibling to the right 
3. f3+ Levels From the undercut start straight up the right of the face, f4+ Ground Floor from a sit start 
4. f4+ Devious (FA with Matt Wilkinson) SDS The devious little crack without face holds for hands.  
5. f5 Crunchy From the two holds just(JUST) right of the crack, the face through crimps and small pockets 
6. f5 Cos Sit start the crimp below the starting hold of the dyno, a weird move into the side pull and top  
7. f6a/+ Other Footholds are Available Dyno from the obvious two handed pocket to the top. 
8. f3 First Steps The arete on the left, a good warm up and chance to check the holds for the dyno 
9. f4 Take the Long Road (FA with Matt Wilkinson) The high traverse starting in the good head height pocket 

on the left of the red side round the arete and finishing at the ledge at the right of the slab 
10. f4+ And Walk it (FA with Matt Wilkinson) The low traverse starting on the left of the red side but keeping 

below the bulge and through the start hold of Other Footholds, round the arete and finishing at the ledge at 
the right of the slab 

 

  

Just in front of Ironside there’s a detached block with two micro 
problems on it 
 
1. f3 Ryan’s Nemesis SDS the left of the arete 
2. f2+ Micro Machine SDS the wall just right of the arete and work 
through good holds 
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Gandalf’s Hat 

 

Round the back of Ironside is Gandalf’s hat, we crammed in problems as its a cool bit of rock. Shame it’s not higher.  

1. f4 Elevenses (FA with Matt Wilkinson) the left arete. SDS is Bilbo’s Beta at 6a+ (about 6b if you’re over 6ft) 
2. f5+ Isengard (FA with Matt Wilkinson) the centre of the face on crimps, without the aretes 
3. f3+ Second Breakfast (FA with Matt Wilkinson) the right arete. SDS is a f5+ Entish 
4. f6a One for Hobbits the right hand side of the block from a sit start (harder for the tall), can be done from 

standing at around Elvish f3+ 
5. f3+ Mead The left arete of the left side  
6. f3 Lembas the left side face without either arete 

On the top of the Ironside 
Block there are three micro 
problems that are all 
individual and one move 
‘wonders’. To make them 
safe we had two mats, one 
at the back to lift and flatten 
the one on top.  
 
1. f4+ Thrutch SDS from the 
sharp slot and snapped 
sidepull, pop for the top 
2. f4 Grovel SDS the flake, 
horrid top out for the tall.  
3. f3 Udge SDS the side pull 
and roof with good holds 
over the top 
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Overhanging Nose 

 

 

1. f6a+ Stud (FA with Matt Wilkinson) Without the foot block. Sit start the good hold then make strenuous 
moves up the left wall of the nose  

2. f6a Roman Nose (FA with Matt Wilkinson) Without the blocks for feet. Sit start with hands on the nose, heel 
hooks and sacrificing skin works 
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Last Block 

 

1. f2 Warm Up (FA with Matt Wilkinson) The front face on good holds 
2. f2+Warmer (FA with Matt Wilkinson) The right arete on the left 
3. f3 Hot (FA with Matt Wilkinson) The arete on the right 
4. f4+ Very Hot (FA with Matt Wilkinson) Good moves up the right hand wall 
5. f4+ Cadburys The flake 
6. f5 Archie Sit start the arch feature and use the juggy pocket and crack   
7. f5 Hot Chocolate starting at the side pull and small crimp in the centre of the wall using small feet move 

through the good ledges finishing at the top of the arete.   
8. f6a Von Ryan’s Express the arete from a sit start (we sat on plinth), standing at around f3 Escape Plan 
9. f3+ Diagonal Traverse the rising crack and finish up the arete 
10. f5+ Fish Tail Traverse the low line of features and weakness in the face, start at the crimp on the flake, 

through the fishtail shaped side pull, the big side pull, and into the good pocket on the arete via poor feet.  
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Owl Wall 

 

Just before the overhanging block is a short wall with three micro problems.  

1. f3+ Owl Wall SDS The left side of the short face 
2. f3 It’s a Hoot SDS Centre of the face through the right of the owl feature and large hold 
3. f4+ Stretch SDS the low flake, and move into the very sharp side pull, much easier for the tall 
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Overhanging Block, The Hanging Tree, Last Prow, One more? 

 

1. f4+ Bloody Awkward The left arete climbed on the left, heed the name, put a pad against the back wall.  
2. f2 The Hanging Tree Easy slab, finish sitting on the branch 
3. f3 Another problem? using the left arete only for hands 
4. f5 Oh (FA with Matt Wilkinson) SDS The left arete from sitting, big flat hold on the face is out 
5. f6a Perseverance (FA with Matt Wilkinson) SDS the front face using everything except the aretes 
6. f6a Matt’s Problem (FA with Matt Wilkinson) SDS the right arete climbed on the left, avoiding the big flat 

hold. 
7. f6a SDS Vaccine The left arete of the wall on the right, the right pinch on the wall is used for the start. A very 

eliminate but worthwhile f6a+ Blood Donor uses only the arete for hands 
8. F6a Thin Pickings SDS The crimpy right wall starting at the right pinch and undercut.  

 

 

1. f3 Last Prow 
Highball easy, but 
fun up the prow to 
the right of 
Overhanging 
block. 
 

2. f3 Milsters Edge 
Just on from the 
hanging tree is this 
micro problem, 
SDS the left arete 
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Over the top of the crag next to Last Block is the Mantle Block. Still FAs available for someone at least 7c. The holds 
are all numbered on the picture as it makes it easier to describe! 

 

1. f6a Namaste The crack in the left side and 2 using 3 for feet, slap up the crack then mantle on to the slab, 
heel hook helps. 
The following 4 routes do not use the vertical crack up the left hand side of the block 

2. f6a Mantle Peace SDS with hands on the top each side of the rib (1 & 2) and using the low right foothold (3) 
mantle the slab  

3. f6b+ Mantle Health (FA Ben Meeks) Extension on the last problem, from the low hold on the rib (4) and 
right hand on top of the block (2) using the low foothold (3) slap for the hold to the left of the rib (1) with 
the left then mantle on to the slab 

4. f7a+ Mantle Wealth (FA Ben Meeks) Extension to the last problem from the crimp on the low nose (5) and 
an undercut under the block (6) move across into the start holds of the previous problems and finish up 
through 2. 

5. Project starting on the low slopers (7) move into the previous problem and finish through the original 
6. Project starting on low slopers (7) climb the front of the block (Line marked) 
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